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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Different definitions of breakthrough pain (BTP) influence the observed BTP
prevalence. This study examined BTP prevalence variability due to use of different cutoffs
for controlled background pain, different
assessment periods for background pain, and
difference between worst and average pain
intensity (PI).
Methods: Cancer patients from the EPCRC-CSA
study who reported flare-ups of pain past 24 h
were potential BTP cases. BTP prevalence was
calculated for different cutoffs for background
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PI on numeric rating scales (NRS 0–10) for the
past week, past 48 and past 24 h period. Furthermore, BTP cases were categorized based on
the difference between maximum and average
PI past 24 h (range, 0 to [ 2 points, NRS 0–10).
Results: Of 696 respondents, 302 patients
(43.4%) reported pain flares the past 24 h. The
BTP prevalence when using a defined background PI B 4 for the past week was 19.8%. This
number varied for different defined cutoffs for
background PI. Actual background PI and BTP
prevalence also varied between the assessment
periods ‘‘past week’’, ‘‘past 48 h’’, and ‘‘past 24 h’’
(PI 4.0, 3.6, and 3.4; BTP prevalence 19.8, 22.7,
and 24.9% for background PI B 4). For patients
with background PI B 4 past week, 105 had a
difference between maximum and average PI
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C one point and 48 had a difference [ two
points.
Conclusions: The reported BTP prevalence is
dependent on the cutoff for background PI in
the BTP definition, population background PI
during the assessment period, and defined cutoff for the difference between worst and average
PI.
Funding: NTNU, Norwegian University of Science and Technology.
Keywords: Background pain; Breakthrough
pain; Cancer pain; Pain classification

INTRODUCTION
The prevalence range in breakthrough pain
(BTP) literature is wide [1]. Variability in diagnostic criteria and inclusion of patients with
poorly controlled background pain may contribute to this feature [1]. The definition of BTP
includes an adequately controlled and
stable background pain [2, 3]. In addition, the
patient must have transient exacerbations of
pain, which are pain flares well distinguished
from the background pain [2–5]. Despite international agreement on these basic characteristics, controversies about the definition of BTP
continue in clinical as well as in research settings [6]. Differences in definitional criteria
complicate both the clinical diagnosis and the
comparison of epidemiological data between
studies [6]. Within the scope of defining BTP
according to characteristics that are universally
understood and measurable [6], the current
study explores consequences of definitional
variability.
Background pain of moderate intensity or
less was a criterion in the pioneer definition [5].
In more recent literature, adequately controlled
background pain is defined as ‘‘mild’’, or specified as B 4 on the 11-point numeric rating scale
(NRS 0–10) [2, 4]. Furthermore, BTP prevalence
has been reported for patients with background
PI B 6 (NRS 0–10) [7]. Pain flares are also
described in cancer patients with uncontrolled
background pain [7, 8]. It has been argued that
narrow criteria for background pain intensity
(PI) may result in the exclusion of clinically

important pain flares [6]. How the prevalence of
BTP varies with the defined cutoff for background PI has not been studied in detail.
The assessment period for background pain
was originally defined as the past 24 h [5]. In a
follow-up paper, the assessment period for
background pain was changed to the previous
week [9], an approach adopted in current BTP
literature [2–4, 10]. The different recall periods
for background pain have been compared
[11, 12], showing a high correlation between PI
for a 24-h and 7-day recall period [13]. The
potential consequences for the BTP prevalence
caused by different assessment periods for
background pain have not been reported.
The magnitude of the pain flare was originally defined as a transitory increase in pain to
greater than moderate intensity, which occurred on a background pain of moderate intensity
or less [5]. Since then, extensive work has been
undertaken to identify meaningful cutoffs for PI
and relevant measures of changes in PI [14–19].
Different interpretations exist for the necessary
size of a transient pain exacerbation in cancer
patients in order to classify it as a significant
pain flare [3, 16, 20, 21]. In a recently published
study by Mercadante et al. [3], a difference of
one point or more (NRS 0–10) between breakthrough PI and background PI was accepted as a
significant transient increase in PI. Mercadante
et al. also suggested a PI C 7 (NRS 0–10) as a
meaningful cutoff for BTP medication, aiming
for a PI B 4 (NRS 0–10) after treatment [16]. In a
Delphi study including expert opinions from
researchers within the field of BTP, the panel
agreed with the statement that the increase in
PI has to be more than two points on an NRS
scale (0–10) for a transient cancer pain exacerbation to be clinically significant [20].
The EPCRC-CSA study included cancer
patients whose pain was evaluated by several
self-reported assessment methods [22], providing an opportunity to address the research
question: How is the assessed BTP prevalence
affected by different definitions for cutoffs for
controlled background PI, assessment periods
for background pain, and cutoffs for the difference between worst and average PI past 24 h?
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METHODS
Study Design and Patient Population
The EPCRC-CSA (Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov identifier, NCT00972634) is a cross-sectional
observational
international
study
conducted in 17 centers within eight countries
in 2008 and 2009 [22]. Adult patients with
incurable cancer and able to complete a computer-based symptom assessment were eligible.
Patients who rated their worst PI C 1 (NRS
0–10) for the previous 24 h, were subject to
further pain assessment and included in the
present study, which is a secondary analysis of a
study originally designed to assess the feasibility
of computer-based symptom assessment [22].
Measurement Tools and Data Collection
The measurements used in the secondary analysis included: (I) A simplified item from the
Alberta Breakthrough Pain Assessment Tool
(ABPAT) [23], where all patients with worst PI
C 1 (NRS 0–10) for the past 24 h were introduced to the concept of BTP as characterized in
the ABPAT instructions [23]. They were then
presented with the question: ‘‘Have you had
flare-ups of BTP in the last 24 h?’’ (Yes/No). (II)
Elements from the Brief Pain Inventory (BPI),
which is a widely used assessment tool for pain
where each PI scale ranges from 0 (no pain) to
10 (pain as bad as you can imagine) [24]. BPI
questions on worst PI past 24 h and past week
were supplemented with questions on worst PI
past 48 h, and average PI specified for the time
periods ‘‘past 24 h’’, ‘‘past 48 h’’, and ‘‘past
week’’. All data were collected electronically and
obtained the same day.
Terminology and Statistical Analysis

and the cumulative percentages of ABPAT-positive patients within each potential level of
maximal background PI were computed. Subsequently, the procedure was repeated for the
assessment periods for background pain ‘‘past
48 h’’ and past ‘‘24 h’’. Kappa statistic was used
to compare agreement beyond chance between
the cumulative percentages of ABPAT-positive
patients with background pain B 4 (NRS 0–10)
for the three different assessment periods for
background pain. Kappa values 0.61–0.80 indicate substantial agreement, and kappa values
0.81–1.0 indicate almost perfect agreement [25].
Finally, the ABPAT-positive patients grouped
according to background PI past week were
further categorized based on the difference
between reported worst and average PI past
24 h. The chosen categories were: A difference
of at least one point, a difference of at least two
points, and a difference of more than two points
(NRS 0–10) between worst and average PI past
24 h. Hypothetical BTP prevalences were calculated from percentages of ABPAT-positive
patients satisfying specified criteria for background PI and difference between worst and
average PI past 24 h.
Compliance with Ethics Statement
This article is based on a previously conducted
study. All procedures performed in the primary
study were in accordance with the ethics committees at the respective study sites and with
the 1964 Helsinki Declaration and its later
amendments or comparable ethical standards.
Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants included in the primary
study.

RESULTS
Participant Characteristics

Average pain was used as a measurement for
background pain and, unless stated otherwise,
with the assessment period ‘‘past week’’ [2].
Patients answering ‘‘yes’’ to the ABPAT-based
BTP screening question were classified as
‘‘ABPAT?’’. The ABPAT-positive patients were
grouped according to background PI past week,

Among 1017 patients included in the EPCRCCSA study, 715 persons reported worst PI C 1
(NRS 0–10) past 24 h. Patient-reported BTP registrations according to the ABPAT-based
screening question, and average PI registrations
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for the three assessment periods ‘‘past week’’,
‘‘past 48 h’’, and ‘‘past 24 h’’ were available for
696 patients. Essential patient characteristics for
the 696 patients included in the present analysis are displayed in Table 1.
Prevalence of self-reported flare-ups
of pain in the past 24 h related to the level
of background PI, the assessment period
for background pain, and the difference
between worst and average PI
Three hundred and two out of 696 patients
(43.4%) who answered the APBAT-based
screening question reported flare-ups of BTP for
the past 24 h and were classified as ‘‘ABPAT ?’’.
The distributions of background PI for ABPATpositive patients are displayed in Fig. 1 for the
Table 1 Patient characteristics (n = 696)
%
Age (years), mean (range)

62 (20–90)

Sex
Female

49

Male

51

Inpatients

58

Outpatients

42

Karnofsky status, mean (range)

69 (20–80)

Metastatic cancer

86

Locally advanced cancer

14

On current chemotherapy

42

On current radiotherapy

24

On current pain medication

79

Worst pain intensity past week (NRS
0–10), mean (SD)

5.4 (2.8)

Average pain intensity past week (NRS 4.0 (2.3)
0–10), mean (SD)
Cancer as patient-perceived reason for
pain

73

Cancer treatment as patient-perceived
reason for pain

26

three assessment periods ‘‘past week’’, ‘‘past
48 h’’, and ‘‘past 24 h’’. The mean (median)
average PI scores for the assessment periods
‘‘past week’’, ‘‘past 48 h’’, and ‘‘past 24 h’’ were
4.0 (4.0), 3.6 (3.0), and 3.4 (3.0) (NRS 0–10),
respectively. Figure 1 illustrates that a large
proportion of the ABPAT-positive patients had
uncontrolled background pain.
Defining a cutoff for background PI B 3 (NRS
0–10) in ABPAT-positive patients resulted in a
BTP prevalence of 14.9%. The corresponding
number for a defined cutoff for background PI
B 4 was 19.8% (Table 2). Table 2 shows the
cumulative percentage of ABPAT-positive
patients in relation to each score for background pain, resulting in increased BTP prevalence when including patients with higher
background PI.
The cumulative percentages of ABPAT-positive patients related to background PI scores are
displayed in Fig. 2 for the different assessment
periods for background pain ‘‘past week’’, ‘‘past
48 h, and ‘‘past 24 h’’. As indicated in the figure,
differences between the assessments periods
result in variable percentages of patients meeting the requirements for having BTP. For
instance, compared to a 19.8% BTP prevalence
using background PI B 4 (NRS 0–10) assessed
for the past week, the corresponding percentages were 22.7 using background PI the past
48 h (93% agreement, kappa 0.80), and 24.9
using background PI the past 24 h (92% agreement, kappa 0.76).
As illustrated in Fig. 3, among ABPAT-positive patients, the difference between worst and
average PI past 24 h ranged from zero to more
than two points (NRS 0–10). Defining a minimum difference between worst and average PI
past 24 h of one point and background PI B 4
(past week), resulted in a BTP prevalence of
15.1%. Using the same definition for background PI, but with a minimum difference of
two points between worst and average PI,
resulted in a BTP prevalence of 9.5%. Figure 3
illustrates a BTP prevalence variability related to
difference between worst and average PI past
24 h ranging from 6.9% (48 out of 696 patients)
to 19.8% (138 out of 696 patients), using the
same definition for background pain (PI B 4
past week). In addition, Fig. 3 illustrates that 60
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Fig. 1 Distribution of background pain intensitya in
ABPAT-positiveb patients. aBackground pain intensity
assessed for the three time periods ‘ past week’’, ‘ past
48 h’’, and ‘ past 24 h’’. bPatients answering ‘ yes’’ to the

Alberta Breakthrough Pain Assessment Tool (ABPAT)based breakthrough pain screening question were classiﬁed
as ABPAT-positive

Table 2 ABPAT-positive prevalence variability related to cutoff for background pain intensity, percentages (n)
Level of background pain intensityb (NRS 0–10)
0
ABPAT?a
(n = 302)

£1

£2

£3

0.1
2.7
6.9
14.9
(1)
(19)
(48)
(104)

£6

£7

£8

£9

£ 10c

£4

£5

19.8
(138)

26.6
32.5
37.9
41.7
42.1
43.4
(185)
(226)
(264)
(290)
(293)
(302)

a

ABPAT ?/positive: patients answering ‘ yes’’ to the Alberta Breakthrough Pain Assessment Tool (ABPAT) based
breakthrough pain screening question were classiﬁed as ABPAT-positive
b
Background pain intensity: all calculations include the cumulative percentages of patients with the respective background
pain intensity or less
c
(Level of background pain intensity) B 10 = all ABPAT-positive patients, irrespective of background pain intensity
of the ABPAT-positive patients reported no difference between worst and average PI past 24 h.

DISCUSSION
BTP prevalence estimates, defined as proportions of ABPAT-positive patients, were dependent on both the cutoff for controlled
background pain and the population background PI during the assessment period for
background pain. The prevalence estimates

were approximately doubled if assessed without
including controlled background pain as a criterion. Different cutoff criteria for a necessary
numeric difference between worst and average
PI also had a substantial impact on the assessed
BTP prevalence.
Appraisal of Methods
Uncontrolled background pain should be treated before assessing BTP [2]. For the purpose of
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Fig. 2 ABPAT-positivea prevalence variabilityb related to
different assessment periods for background pain intensityc. aPatients answering ‘ yes’’ to the Alberta Breakthrough
Pain Assessment Tool (ABPAT)-based breakthrough pain
screening question were classiﬁed as ABPAT-positive.
b
ABPAT-positive prevalence variability related to different
assessment periods for background pain indicated for a
cutoff for background pain intensity B 4 (NRS 0–10).

c

this analysis, the diagnosis of BTP was based on
a screening question of pain flares, and afterwards the prevalence was calculated according
to reported background PI. Without the intention of presenting precise prevalence estimates,
but merely to demonstrate the effect of background PI when assessing BTP, this procedure
was found acceptable.
Despite the demonstrated reliability and
validity of recalled pain measures as used in the
present study, these registrations are still prone
to recall bias and/or actual variations in PI

[12, 13]. With 58% being in-patients and 42% of
the patients still on chemotherapy, the
observed lower background PI for the past 1 and
2 days compared to past week might represent a
treatment effect increasing the proportion of
patients with controlled background pain. For
matters of stringency, the assessment periods
for background pain and BTP should ideally be
concurrent.
To get a precise measurement of the magnitude of a transient exacerbation of pain, as a
minimum, PI before and during the painful

Background pain intensity assessed for the three time
periods ‘ past week’’, ‘ past 48 h’’, and ‘ past 24 h’’. Mean
pain intensity for the three assessment periods were 4.0,
3.6, and 3.4 (NRS 0–10), respectively. All calculations
include the cumulative percentages of patients with the
respective background pain intensity or less
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Fig. 3 ABPAT-positivea prevalence variabilityb related to
difference between worst and average pain intensityc.
a
Patients answering ‘ yes’’ to the Alberta Breakthrough Pain
Assessment Tool (ABPAT) based breakthrough pain
screening question were classiﬁed as ABPAT-positive.
b
ABPAT-positive prevalence variability related to difference between worst and average pain intensity past 24 h,
indicated for a difference of at least one point and a

difference of more than two points, and a cutoff for
background pain intensity B 4 (NRS 0–10). cDifference
between worst and average pain intensity for the past 24 h,
displayed for the differences: C 0 points, C 1 point, C 2
points, and [ 2 points (NRS 0–10). dBackground pain
intensity assessed for time period ‘ past week’’. All calculations include the cumulative percentages of patients with
the respective background pain intensity or less

episode is needed. Without this information at
hand, worst and average PI recollected from the
same period as the pain flare occurred may
provide proxy knowledge on the size of PI
fluctuations. Still, background PI before an episode of BTP may not be equivalent to average
pain, and peak PI during the flare-up of pain
may be different from patient-reported worst
pain.
The screening question for BTP used in the
primary study assessed the past 24 h [22].
Patients with BTP, but not experiencing any
pain flares within this period were not included.
Nor did the study specifically examine whether
the pain flares were cancer related. However,
the majority of the patients believed the cancer
caused their pain (Table 1). Finally, average PI

was used as a measure for background pain. The
approach may open for interpretations, but the
method has been used in both older and more
recent studies [7, 9].
Comparison with Previous Work
Besides prevalence variations related to disease
stage and symptom burden, the identification
of BTP depends on the characteristics used to
define BTP [1, 6]. The primary publication from
the EPCRC-CSA study indicated that more than
40% of the patients had BTP last 24 h [22]. In a
follow-up paper on the same study population,
which demonstrated a nation-based range in
prevalence from 14 to 75%, the authors
emphasized the point that research on BTP has
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been challenged by a lack of consensus on
standard language and taxonomy [26]. A commentary on the follow-up paper implied that
many of the patients with a pain flare might
have uncontrolled background pain, a claim
confirmed in the present analysis [27].
Patients with BTP are reported to have more
intense background pain [9]. This seems reasonable considering that the transient exacerbations of pain increase the average pain,
reflecting all variations in PI [1]. In line with
this, previous studies have shown higher
prevalence of transient exacerbations of pain
when including patients regardless of background PI compared to a subgroup of the
patient population with an average background
PI of B 6 or B 4 (NRS 0–10), respectively [7, 28].
The present study supported these findings, and
explored the implications of different intensity
levels for background pain. Usually, no more
than mild background PI is accepted as a prerequisite for diagnosing BTP [2]. Different cutoffs are applied for distinguishing mild from
moderate pain, and a systematic review on
symptoms included in the Edmonton Symptom
Assessment Scale found NRS scores 1–4 best
reflecting mild pain [17, 18, 29, 30]. As shown
in Table 2, by raising the accepted level of
maximum background PI by one point from 3
to 4 (NRS 0–10), the calculated BTP prevalence
will increase from 15% to almost 20%.
Choice of recall periods for patient-reported
outcomes should depend on the specific purpose of the trial, the characteristics of the disease, and the treatment to be tested [13].
Recalled average pain from the past 48 h has
been shown to be a reliable and valid measure of
actual pain in cancer patients [12]. The present
study demonstrated a high degree of agreement
beyond chance for prevalence estimates when
changing the assessment period for background
pain from ‘‘past week’’ to ‘‘past ‘‘48 h’’, supporting that possibility when appropriate due to
trial purposes. In addition, there was substantial
agreement between the prevalence estimates for
BTP when changing the assessment period for
background pain from ‘‘past week’’ to ‘‘past
24 h’’. However, despite this agreement, Fig. 2
illustrates a change in BTP prevalence from 19.8
to 24.9% for different assessment periods for

background pain (background PI B 4), reliant
on the distribution (Fig. 1) and central tendency
measure (average PI) of the background pain
[31].
A transient pain exacerbation can be assessed
as an increase in absolute score, an increase to a
predefined score, or as a proportion of increase
on a numeric rating scale, with different degree
of support in favor of the various views [14, 20].
For raw numerical scores, a commonly cited
clinically important difference in PI is two
points (NRS 0–10) [14]. A large study exploring
the responsiveness of the Edmonton Symptom
Assessment Scale in cancer patients concluded
that the optimal cutoff for improvement and
deterioration was one point or more (NRS 0–10)
for each of the ten symptoms, pain included
[19]. The discussion in the aftermath of the
study pointed out that although being a useful
measure for power calculations and response
determinations in trials, for the individual
patient additional measures like personalized
symptom goals may be useful [32–34]. The
present study indicated that to predefine the
necessary size of a transient pain exacerbation
might add stringency to a study design. Interestingly, approximately 20% of the patients
who reported pain flares the past 24 h also
reported no difference between worst and
average PI for the same period. Lack of clarity
and misunderstandings may represent challenges when interpreting patient-reported
questionnaires, and can result in information
bias and systematic errors in study results
[23, 35].
The present study supports previous findings
and underlines that valid comparisons of
prevalence and treatment effects are dependent
on standardized and universally agreed upon
criteria for BTP [6, 7, 28].
Limitations
The current study is based on a 10-year-old data
set. Pain prevalence and pain control may have
changed during the following years [36]. However, a recent study found no improvement in
cancer pain management in a 5-year perspective
from 2008 [37]. Furthermore, the study
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population is patients with advanced cancer,
limiting the generalizability of the conclusions.

CONCLUSIONS
The study underlined that BTP prevalence
assessment needs to be standardized [6]. To
reduce inter-study variability, both the numerically defined cutoff for controlled background
PI and the actual background PI in the population should be reported. The necessary increase
in PI for a transient pain exacerbation to be
considered significant also should be stated, as
this may have a substantial impact on the
prevalence. However, the present study did not
aim to identify the optimal definition of BTP,
but simply addressed that variable use of BTP
definitions will result in variable prevalence
estimates. Lack of definition consensus makes it
difficult to know to what extent differences
between studies are due to the use of different
BTP definitions or reflect actual differences in
clinical pain experienced by the patients. Further international collaboration to improve
standardization in assessment and reporting of
BTP should be prioritized.
The present study also demonstrated that
pain flares outside the definition of BTP is frequent, and hence must be accounted for in
inclusion and exclusion criteria in research and
addressed in clinical practice [20]. Finally, the
study demonstrated that PI assessments that
reflect the most recent changes in pain medication are applicable.
Due to the methodology of this study, which
is based on a 10-year-old dataset, the findings
should be studied prospectively and with a
controlled design investigating a broader spectrum of pain characteristics and patient populations. Whether broad or narrow diagnostic
criteria for BTP influence the number of treatment interventions, patients’ pain reports and
treatment satisfaction should also be addressed.
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